Abstract. In the robotic soccer domain, many factors, such as the speed of individual robots, the effectiveness of kicks, and the choice of the appropriate attacking strategy, determine the success of a team. Consequently, soccer robots, and in particular legged ones, require fine tuning of the parameters not only for the vision processes, but also in the implementation of behaviors and basic control actions and in the strategic decisional processes. In recent years, machine learning techniques have been used to find optimal parameter sets for different behaviors. In particular, layered learning has been proposed to improve learning rate in robot learning tasks. In this paper we consider a layered learning approach for learning optimal parameters of basic control routines, behaviours and strategy selection. We compare three different methods in the different layers: genetic algorithm, Nelder-Mead, and policy gradient. Moreover, we study how to use a 3D simulator for speeding up robot learning. The results of our experimental work on AIBO robots are useful not only to state differences and similarities between different robot learning approaches used within the layered learning framework, but also to evaluate a more effective learning methodology that makes use of a simulator.
Introduction
In order for robots to be useful for many real-world applications, they must be able to adapt to novel and changing environments. For this purpose, a popular research field is the annual RoboCup soccer competition 1 . In this domain, many factors, such as the speed of individual robots, the effectiveness of kicks, and the choice of the appropriate attacking strategy, determine the success of a team. The robot should be able to respond to changes in its surroundings by adapting both its low-level skills (e.g., the walking style) and the higher-level skills (e.g., the behaviour) which depend on them.
Firstly, creating effective motion for walking and kicking the ball is a challenging task, since there is a large number of parameters to be set, and since successful motions strongly depend on many factors, including: playing surface, robot hardware, and game situation. In recent years, since hand-tuning of the motion parameters is time-consuming and often leads to unreliable solutions, machine learning techniques have been used to find optimal parameter sets. Secondly, in Robocup matches, the correct choice of the best behaviours required to accomplish a certain task (e.g., to score a goal) is fundamental for success. Machine learning techniques have been used in this field as well, in order to adapt the behaviours to the given game situation. In fact, machine learning generates solutions with little human interaction, and explores the search space of possible solutions in a systematic way, whereas humans are often biased towards exploring a small part of the space. An analysis of the methods used to learn optimal motion parameters and optimal behaviours, and comparisons with the approach presented in this paper, are reported in Section 2.
Following up on these works, we have analyzed different learning techniques for a AIBO soccer robot. In particular, we have considered a layered-like learning approach [20] that is suitable with the large dimensions of the search space we are considering. Besides, we have compared three different methods in the different layers: genetic algorithm (GA), Nelder-Mead (NM), and policy gradient (PG). Finally, we have studied how to use a 3D simulator for speeding up robot learning. The results of our experimental work can be summarized as follows: 1) layered learning is very effective in the complex scenario considered in this paper; 2) using a 3D simulator can actually speed up the learning process on real robots; 3) the learned low-level parameters are strongly related to the desired behavior. We have successfully experimented the presented learning methodology in preparation of RoboCup 2006, showing a notable improvement of performance of the basic behaviours of the robots in our team.
Related Work
Robot learning is a growing area of research at the intersection of robotics and machine learning. It has been used both at low level, for sensing and control issues, and at high level, for cognitive and behavior issues. We include in the first class -parameter learning -all problems where learning is aimed at finetuning of the parameters used by the low level algorithms. In the second classbehavior learning -we consider problems where learning is aimed at finding the optimal composition of simple behaviors for accomplishing a certain task.
In the first class of problems, one of the primary application areas is robot motion control, in all cases where the complete mathematical model is not known, and traditional optimization methods cannot be used. Gait optimization for legged robots is one of such fields. Hexapod robot walk generation has been solved in [18] , with a Genetic Algorithm. Similar methods have been used for optimization of the vector of quadruped walk parameters, as shown in [4] . The Robocup rUNSWift team employed Powell's multi-dimensional directional set optimization method to improve straight-line walking speed over a 24 dimensional search space [11] . Algorithms based on an evolutionary approach achieved four-legged walks of high quality avoiding the need for gradient approximation [5, 19] . Kohl and Stone, from the University of Texas at Austin [13] , empirically compared four different machine algorithms for quadruped walk optimization, and in [8] , genetic algorithms were extended in order to improve omnidirectional gaits by switching and interpolating between vectors of parameters. Parameter learning has proved very effective for improving other motion control tasks, such as robot grasping. In [12] , Reinforcement Learning (RL) is used, along with information communicated from another robot, to learn ball grasping. The same task is achieved in [9] by applying the layered learning paradigm [20] : grasping parameters rely on previously learned walk parameters. Another interesting application area for parameter learning is robot vision. Bredeche and others [3] , for instance, have shown the interest of using biologically inspired perceptual learning mechanisms to improve object identification in real-world environments.
Researchers also proved the utility of behavior learning for improving some high level robot tasks, i.e. navigation, exploration, path-planning. For instance, [7] used GAs to adapt a simple behavior (i.e. following a moving light source) to changes in the environment. However, Genetic Programming (GP, [14] ) and Reinforcement Learning are usually preferred for learning behaviors at the cognitive layer. The adaptation mechanism of GP is similar to that of GAs, except that it is based on symbolic, rather than bit string, representation. In [6] , RL is efficiently used for concept and rule acquisition in high level navigation in an unknown environment. Behavior learning is also a popular method for solving complex problems in multi-robot systems. In [10] , soccer team offensive tasks are solved with RL in a large set of state variables representing the robot positions in the field, and the robots learn the best situation-action policies. Martinson and Arkin [16] , instead, use RL for coordinating a mission-tasked team of robots in a complex scenario, so that the best role-switching rules are learned.
To our knowledge, the aforementioned classes of learning (parameter and behaviour learning) have rarely been joined in a single framework. In [1] , this possibility has been explored: cognitive capabilities are developmentally created, starting from abilities for detecting, segmenting and recognizing objects up to task execution. In such approach, learning can be accelerated by increasing the complexity of the environment while the robot develops [17] .
Moreover, experimental comparisons of different learning methodologies have been rarely addressed. In this work, we focus our attention on the definition of a learning task in which behavior learning and parameter learning are integrated and present an experimental evaluation of a layered learning approach using three different learning techniques: Genetic Algorithm, Policy Gradient and Nelder-Mead Simplex Method.
Problem definition
In this paper we consider learning a complex task as a composition of different behaviors. More specifically, we consider situations in which a task T can be accomplished by applying different strategies, where each strategy is a composition of different behaviors. Each behavior B is characterized by a set of parameters Θ B = {θ 1 , ..., θ k B }. Notice that a behavior can be present in different strategies and possibly requires the definition of different parameters depending on the situation in which it is used. The learning problem is thus twofold: from one hand, behavior learning is needed to select the best strategy, i.e., the best composition of basic behaviors; from the other hand, each behavior needs a fine tuning of each parameter. In the next section we present a learning methodology that integrates behavior and parameter learning for a complex robot task.
To make this problem more clear we will present the application example in which we have tested our method. Consider a robot playing soccer within the RoboCup Four-Legged league competitions. One of the main tasks to be accomplished is to approach the ball and kick it to the opponent goal. This is a complex task that requires the integration of different behaviors in different ways. Many strategies can be defined to accomplish this task, but a winning strategy is difficult to identify since it depends on many factors: position of the robot and of the ball in the field, position of the other robots, etc. Besides, each behavior has several parameters to be tuned: walking gait parameters, kick parameters, etc. Also, these values should depend on the situation at hand: for example, we may prefer a fast but imprecise walk when the robot is far from the ball and an opponent robot is closer, while a slower but precise walk may be better when the robot is close to the ball and no other robots are around. Learning such a complex task requires to define a strategy (as a combination of behaviors) and tune the parameters of the behaviors involved in such a strategy.
System description
As aleady mentioned, we focus on learning the attacking task for a soccer robot in the Four-Legged League, i.e. learning to approach the ball and kick it to the opponent goal in the 'best' way. In the rest of this Section, we will describe our task learning approach, by focusing on: the description of the system (behaviors and parameters of the attacking robot), the definition of learning approach, and the algorithms used for optimization of the robot performance.
Behaviors
For learning the attacking task, a set of six behaviors B P = {B 1 , . . . , B 6 } have been considered. These behaviors (see Figure 1 ) can be classified in three subsets:
-Ball approaching behaviors:
B 1 : fast ball approach -the path length is minimized by an omnidirectional walk with velocities proportional to the robot relative distance and orientation with respect to the ball; B 2 : aligning ball approach -while the robot approaches the ball, its heading is concurrently oriented towards the opponent goal, by means of a path following control strategy. -Ball carrying behaviors (aimed at grasping the ball with the robot chin, while concurrently orienting the robot heading towards the opponent goal): B 3 : rotational ball carrying -alignment is achieved by pure rotation around the robot center; B 4 : rototranslational ball carrying -alignment is achieved by a rototranslational movement towards the goal. -Ball kicking behaviors (realized by direct kinematics control of the 3 head and 12 leg joint positions for efficient ball hitting): B 5 : head straight kick -the robot 'dives' on the ball and hits it with the head -the head pan angle is kept null during this kick; B 6 : head spanning kick -the robot 'dives' on the ball and hits it with varying head pan: the kick is more powerful but less precise than B 5 .
A strategy is a combination of such behaviors. In this paper we consider only a simple form of behavior composition: chaining. Thus we consider strategies as sequences of behaviors. For example, {B 1 ; B 4 ; B 5 } and {B 1 ; B 6 } are two possible strategies for the attacking task. 
Parameters
Each behavior B is characterized by a set of parameters Θ B .
Speed and stability of the ball approach are mainly characterized by the walking gait parameters, which define the kinematic characteristics of the walk. The trot gait is used, with a half-ellipsoidal locus shape for foot motion, and contact between the base of the locus and the ground generates body motion. The eleven walking gait parameters Θ W G = {θ W G,1 , . . . , θ W G,11 } are: the relative positions of the locus center for fore/hind feet as (x, y, z) offsets (6 parameters), the height of the steps performed by the fore/hind legs (2 parameters), the step duration (1 parameter), and the maximum amplitude of the locus base for forward and lateral motions (2 parameters). Many studies in the four-legged community have shown that these parameters have great influence on gait quality.
Walking gait parameters have little influence on the quality of ball carrying, which relies mainly on the way the robot slows down and eventually stops near the ball (i.e. on the ball carrying parameters). Indeed, if the robot reaches the ball at maximal speed, it will most probably knock it away. On the other hand, reaching the ball too slowly is undesirable. We use translational and rotational slowing down velocities that are respectively proportional to the ball distance and to the relative relative robot-ball angle. Thus, the four ball carrying parameters Θ BC = {θ BC,1 , . . . , θ BC,4 }, which control the transition from approaching the ball to grasping it, are: the ball distance at which linear translational slowing down begins, the distance at which the robot stops translating, and similarly the relative robot-ball angle at which linear rotational slowing down begins, and the angle at which it terminates. These parameters also influence the quality of ball control in attacking strategies with no ball carrying (e.g., strategy {B 1 ; B 5 }).
The robot kicks are generated by a sequence of fixed joint positions (for AIBO's 12 leg joints, and 3 head joints), related to a timing information, stating for how long the joint values must be kept (i.e. the kick 'speed'). Motion of the back leg joints is fixed (since it has little influence on the kick quality), whereas motion of the head and front legs should be learned. Hence, the nine ball kicking parameters Θ BK = {θ BK,1 , ..., θ BK,9 } are: the front legs initial and final angular positions (6 parameters), the robot head tilt initial and final angular positions (2 parameters) and the kick speed (1 parameter).
Learning to attack
Here, we present the optimization problem that must be solved in order to improve the attacker performance, based on the above system characteristics. As aforementioned, we present a learning approach that allows for the concurrent search of optimal behaviors and optimal parameters. The first issue deserves some clarification. Machine learning approaches for optimization of computer programs have been thoroughly studied in recent years; consider, for instance, Genetic Programming [14] . We propose a similar approach for behavior learning, by representing the attacker strategy P i with a string of three integers, instead of symbolic expressions. We use the coding function:
such that:
-φ 1 indicates the ball approaching behaviour used in strategy P i : 1 for B 1 , or 2 for B 2 ; -φ 2 indicates the ball carrying behaviour used in strategy P i : 1 for B 3 , 2 for B 4 , or 0 for no ball carrying; -φ 3 indicates the ball kicking behaviour used in P i : 1 for B 5 , 2 for B 6 .
For example, the strategy {B 1 ; B 4 ; B 5 } is coded with the string {122}, while {B 1 ; B 6 } with {102}
With this approach, the search for the optimal composition of simple behaviors amounts to a parameter optimization problem in the discrete set S φ = {1, 2} × {0, 1, 2} × {1, 2} ⊂ Z 3 . In practice, since we consider parameter and behavior learning together, a candidate solution of the optimization problem is: X = [θW G,1 . . . θW G,11 θBC,1 . . . θBC,4 θBK,1 . . . θBK,9 φ1 φ2 φ3]
T ∈ R 24 × S φ
The very large dimensions of the search space, and the system characteristics, suggest the use of the layered learning paradigm [20] for optimizing this problem. In fact, given a hierarchical task decomposition, layered learning allows for learning at each level of the hierarchy, with learning at each level directly affecting learning at the next higher level. The incremental learning approach that we use is inspired by the layered learning paradigm; however, in contrast with classic layered learning, we utilize the same learning method for each layer of the hierarchy. Specifically, we can decompose optimization of the attacker task in the following four optimization subtasks (layers):
T opt ∈ R 4 for 'best' ball carrying, given X 1,opt found by L 1 -these parameters must be optimized also for tasks where the ball is not carried; -L 3 : find X 3,opt = [θ BK,1 . . . θ BK,9 ] T opt ∈ R 9 for 'best' ball kicking, given X 1,opt and X 2,opt found by L 2 and by
for 'best' attacking strategy, given X 1,opt , X 2,opt , and X 3,opt , found by the three previous layers.
We note k i the dimension of X i at each level L i (k 1 = 11, k 2 = 4, k 3 = 9, k 4 = 3). If the incremental learning approach is utilized, the solution can be obtained as:
Irrespective of whether we use incremental learning or not, the appropriate choice of the objective function for optimization is fundamental. The function for evaluating the quality of an attacking performance, must take into account: the quality (speed and precision) of the robot motion for approaching the ball, the quality of ball carrying, and the quality (power and precision) of the kick. Hence, we adopt the following objective function:
where k W G , k BC , k BK are positive weights indicating the significance desired for each of the three aspects in the learning process, and f W G , f BC , f BK indicate respectively the quality of the walking gait, of ball carrying, and of ball kicking. These functions are derived with heuristics on the robot and ball positions at various stages of the attacking task.
Learning techniques
Our objective is to maximize F (X) in a space of dimension k. This is not trivial, since F (X) is 'black box', and presents the following characteristics:
-it can be computed, for a given set, on the real system as well as in the simulated environment; -analytical computation of the derivatives of F (X) is impossible, and finite difference estimation is unreliable; -the parameters are box-constrained due to the physical characteristics of the system (we note : ∆ j the range size for each θ j ).
Hence, conventional derivative-based optimization methods (e.g. Gradient or Newton methods) cannot be utilized, and convergence analysis of a method is impossible. The selected approach must possess the following characteristics:
-handle non differentiable search space; -have high convergence rate, since every evaluation is expensive; -be resistent to noise in F (X).
A variety of algorithms possess these characteristics. In particular, we will focus on three different machine learning algorithms: Genetic Algorithms, NelderMead Simplex Method, and Policy Gradient. Characteristics of the three methods are briefly presented below.
Genetic Algorithms. Genetic algorithms have shown very interesting results in many low level problems [2] . A population of q parameter sets (individuals) is used to find a solution for the optimization problem. To evolve a new population from the tested one, the q e best individuals are preserved (elitism) and the remaining individuals are generated by applying crossover (q c individuals) and mutation (q m individuals) operators.
Nelder-Mead Simplex Algorithm. The Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm is a very popular direct search method for multidimensional unconstrained minimization [15] . In a search space of dimension k, a simplex of v = k + 1 vertices is tested, and subsequently moved through the search space via four possible geometrical transformations: reflection, expansion, contraction, and shrinkage. From an initial parameter set 0 X, the other l X vertices (l = 1, . . . , k) of the first simplex are generated as:
Policy Gradient. Policy Gradient algorithm has been successfully used for robot learning [13] . From an initial parameter set 0 X, p randomly generated policies m X (m = 1, . . . , p), near 0 X, are evaluated, such that:
T , and each ρ j is chosen randomly in the set {+ j , 0, − j }. Each m X is grouped into one of three sets for each j: S + ,j , S 0,j or S − ,j depending whether its j th parameter was obtained by adding + j , 0 or − j . After evaluating the objective function at each m X, average scoresF + ,j ,F 0,j , andF − ,j are computed for S + ,j , S 0,j and S − ,j , respectively. These scores are used to construct an estimate of the gradient, which is then normalized, multiplied by a scalar step-size η and added to 0 X, to begin the next iteration.
Experimental results
In this section we report the experimental results that we obtained by applying the proposed learning methodology in the described robot soccer scenario. More specifically, we comment on three results: 1) the effectiveness of the incremental approach; 2) the comparison among the three learning methods implemented: Genetic Algorithms, Nelder-Mead, and Policy Gradient; 3) the effectiveness of using a 3D simulator fof speeding up the learning process. We have executed the incremental learning approach presented in the previous section, but without considering the fourth layer L 4 . The main reason behind this choice is that the optimization of such a final level requires additional input to the system. In fact, it is easy to understand that selecting the best strategy depends on other variables, such as the position of the robot and of the ball with respect to the target goal, the position of other robots in the field, etc. In other words, for layer L 4 it is not possible to determine the best strategy in any situation; it is instead necessary to learn a function that maps the current situation with a suitable strategy for that situation. This aspect needs to be further investigated and it is thus beyond the scope of the present paper.
In practice, we applied incremental learning, focused on layers L 1 to L 3 , for optimizing the strategy P 1 = {B 1 , B 5 }, i.e., the robot approaches the ball as fast as possible, and kicks it forward, without grasping it, with fixed head pan. Learning this task has been initially developed and configured within the 3D AIBO simulator embedded in USARSim (Urban Search and Rescue Simulator), before experimentation on the real robot. In fact, one of the objectives of this work is to show that the learning configurations tuned in the simulated environment can be successfully ported for learning on the real robot.
USARSim is a flexible 3D simulator able to reproduce the appearance and the dynamics of generic robots and objects in the environment at full frame rate (30 frames per second). Recently, USARSim features have been extended by allowing for the simulation and control of legged robots [21] .
Here, we briefly outline the configurations of the three learning algorithms, which were designed based on the simulated experiments. For the genetic algorithm, we chose: q = 10, q e = 1, q c = 6, q m = 3. Selection of individuals from the original population is based on the popular roulette wheel scheme (the probability to choose a certain individual for crossover or mutation is proportional to the ratio of its fitness to the overall fitness), and mutation is obtained by altering the j th parameter with an offset chosen randomly in the set [−0.2 ∆ j , +0.2 ∆ j ]. For the Nelder-Mead algorithm, at each layer L i : v = k i + 1, and ζ l = ±0.2 ∆ j , with the sign of ζ l chosen randomly. For the policy gradient, we use for the three layers:
The same initial parameter set 0 X is used for starting each learning technique. Since there is significant noise in each experiment, each set of parameters is evaluated three times, and the resulting fitness evaluated for that set, is computed by averaging over the three experiments. For each layer, and each learning technique, we terminate learning after a number of evaluations equal to: 10 k i has been performed (e.g. for L 1 , 110 evaluations, i.e., 330 experiments). We choose to use the same amount of learning time, since this is usually a given project specification in learning problems. Since we expect incremental learning to shorten the learning process, the same fitness value should be reached in a shorter amount of time in the incremental learning experiments. The results of the incremental learning algorithm are shown in Fig. 2(a) , where the best fitness value found by the learning algorithms is plotted over the number of evaluations. A similar plot is shown in Fig. 2(b) , where we ran the same number of evaluations by learning all 24 parameters at the same time (for the policy gradient, we chose p = 12). Comparison between the two plots confirms the qualitative properties of the incremental approach for this system: for instance, for the GA, the final fitness obtained by the incremental approach is 34% higher than the final fitness obtained by learning all parameters together, and the slope of the linear interpolating line is much greater (0.97 versus 0.60 fitness points per evaluation) in Fig. 2 (a) than in Fig. 2(b) . The plot also shows that Nelder-Mead performs slightly better than Genetic Algorithm and Policy Gradient approaches.
Although, as aforementioned, incremental learning at the behavior level (L 4 ) has not been experimented, other experiments were carried out to show how the optimal low-level parameters are strongly related to the desired behavior. To emphasize this aspect, we used the same learning configuration used for optimizing strategy P 1 = {B 1 , B 5 }, to optimize strategy P 2 = {B 1 , B 3 , B 5 } (the robot approaches the ball as fast as possible, rotates while grasping it, and kicks it forward with fixed head pan). This experiment was carried out with the genetic algorithm, in USARSim: starting from the optimal walking gait parameters X 1,opt learned for the previous strategy, we proceeded with the other two levels to derive X 2,opt and X 3,opt . Comparison between the optima learned for P 1 and P 2 showed major differences. In fact, for P 1 , the optimal parameters are: The differences are reasonable: for P 2 , the robot must slow down farther away from the ball (parameters θ BC,1 and θ BC,2 are different in the two cases) and the head movement for kicking the ball (which in P 2 has been grasped) is different and depends on parameters θ BK,7 and θ BK, 8 .
After having configured the algorithm for learning strategy P 1 in the 3D simulated environment, we ported it on the real robot. Each set of parameters is evaluated three times, and the resulting fitness is obtained by averaging. The initial parameter set for each technique is the set derived at the end of simulator optimization. This time, for each layer, and each learning technique, we terminate learning after a number of evaluations equal to 5 k i has been performed. The results of the incremental learning algorithm are shown in Fig. 3(a) , where the best fitness value found by the learning algorithms is plotted over the number of evaluations. On AIBO, policy gradient performs slightly better than the genetic algorithm and Nelder-Mead approaches.
To emphasize how the use of a 3D simulator speeds up the learning process on real robots, we ran another experiment where the GA was used to learn L 1 for the same strategy P 1 , starting from a random population, different from the one derived at the end of USARSim optimization. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3(b) , where the fitness of GA walking gait learning starting from different populations are plotted: the figure clearly shows the advantage of the simulator for deriving the GA initial population.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a layered-like approach for learning optimal parameters, and strategy selection. We compared three different methods in the different layers: genetic algorithm, Nelder-Mead, and policy gradient. Moreover, we showed how the use of a 3D simulator speeds up robot learning.
The proposed learning methodology has been applied to the soccer attacking task. It has been implemented in USARSim and extensively experimented in laboratory on AIBO, showing a notable improvement in the performance of the robot basic behaviours. The main results of the experiments are: the utility of the layered approach for this complex scenario, and the effectiveness of the 3D simulator for configuring the learning algorithms before porting on the robot.
Incremental learning has been executed without considering the strategy selection layer. In fact, strategy selection depends on the 'game situation' (e.g., positions of robot and ball with respect to the target goal). Learning a function that maps the game situation with a suitable strategy will be the object of further work.
